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An attempt of the socio-cultural analysis of the problem of cyber-terrorism in the social networks has been done. 
The authors argue that, despite a number of positive features of communication that in contemporary Russian society 
operate social networks around the world, they are increasingly becoming a source of massive attacks of cyberterrorism, 
perpetrated with the aim at harming human life and society. It is argued that cyber-terrorism, initially hiding under the 
guise of social and active user on the network, eventually leaving the virtual space becomes a real manifestation of ter-
rorism. 
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In the modern social and the humanities knowledge it is updated research questions of socio-
cultural phenomena, processes and objects in terms of their security settings. Subject field research 
data are gradually expanding. In the third millennium of science it has been a surge of attention to 
various aspects of the safety of man and society - political, informational, technological, economic, 
military, environmental, cultural, humanitarian and other. 

One of the main aspects of human security, and society as a whole is counter-terrorism. Un-
fortunately, in today's world geopolitical ambitions of individual states create conditions for violent 
content conflicts that provoke terrorism. On the other hand, the destructive separatist forces or na-
tional-patriotic movement, considering and using these ambitions, resorted to terrorist methods to 
achieve their goals by applying, in particular, and information and communication technologies. 

Modern society is inconceivable without information technology, substantially transformed 
not only the forms and principles of processing and transmission of information, but also provide a 
powerful impact on the socio-cultural, economic, political, military and strategic aspects of public 
life. It is no accident today observed that "... the global world, unfortunately, is increasingly becom-
ing a space in which the information war" [11, p. 635]. The revolution in information technology, 
started at the end of last century and covers all areas of human activity, is gradually transforming 
the modern world in the context of the formation of its new network structure of the sample. Today 
informatization as the process through increased global processes in all regions of the world not on-
ly provides access to all categories of members of modern society to the information resources, but 
also contributes to their active participation not only in information exchanges on a massive devel-
opment processes of information creation, but also promotes the involvement of information and an 
active part of society to participate in terrorist activities. Contoured range of problems determines 
the relevance of the topic, causing the purpose of this article - conducting socio-cultural analysis of 
the problem of cyber-terrorism. 

It should be noted that in scientific publications devoted to this subject is actively highlighted 
the problem of the information security community. Several publications domestic and foreign 
scientists devoted to the problems of the theoretical study of the information society: A. Toffler, 
S.P. Rastorguev, G.G. Pocheptsov [9], A.V. Nazarchuk [8, p. 61-75]. The phenomenon of social 
networking since the mid 90s of the twentieth century attracted attention of researchers. A.V. Ar-
shinov, Y. Danilov, V.A. Tarasenko consider synergistic aspects of the social networks, the prob-
lem of communicative interaction are considered in the works of P.K. Zaleski, I.A. Gronskii [3]. 
Special contribution to the discussion of the problem of philosophical studies of social networks 
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have made the study of M. Castells. In his trilogy "The Information Age: Economy, Society and 
Culture" (1996) was the first social networks are considered as the basis for a new type of society 
that meets the information age in human development - network. The researcher interprets the new 
type of social structure through the concept of "network society", "because it created networks of 
production, power and experience that form the culture of virtuality in the global flows of cross 
time and space" [5, P. 505]. 

Traditionally, a modern system of social and humanities and social networking phenomenon 
of cyber-terrorism (as well as any other element of social reality) is proposed to analyze the posi-
tions of the different methodological approaches (historical, regulatory, institutional, structural and 
others). However, in our view, given the peculiarities of the process of formation of modern social 
networks, namely their direct participation in the formation of a new kind of culture - the culture of 
real virtuality, will be the most appropriate in their study, the dominant role is given to the socio-
cultural approach. It is obvious that "in the application of socio-scientific aspects of sociocultural 
approach are considered and the two interconnected tendencies of socio-cultural changes - the insti-
tutionalization carried out by certain socio-cultural mechanisms, and the universalization of the 
process of disclosure of the essential powers and abilities and powers of man, realized in antropo-
sotsiogeneza [10, P. 307]. 

The first concerns the possible consequences of the use of the World Wide Web as a base for 
terrorist attacks was proposed in 1993 futurologist A. Toffler in "The Metamorphosis of Power" 
when the general public has little knowledge about the Internet: "As we move further into a period 
of rapid economic and political development of the irregularly intermittent technological achieve-
ments and disasters, we can expect that the crisis will follow one another - from terrorist attacks and 
sudden decline in production to international crises" [13, p. 237]. A. Toffler already predicted that 
terrorists would try to carry out blow to the information and telecommunication infrastructure of the 
United States. Currently, experts' opinions on the new concept of "cyberterrorism" diametrically 
divided. The first sounding the alarm about the potential dangers of cyber war, others, usually in 
scientific work, regularly remind the first so far in the world has been no cyberterroristic act. By the 
conclusion reached in the report "Cyberterrorism: myth or reality?" S. Thévenoz: "If art Information 
Piracy frankly worded as engineering academies, universities, discussed at the workshops by local 
and international experts on defense issues ... then cyberterrorism in the strict sense of the word, 
does not exist and still "[4, p. 45]. However, serious cause for concern is still there. In the history of 
the Internet, there are precedents for the destruction of the political objectives of the start pages of 
Web sites (such as the military or the government). Known and cyber attacks aimed at overloading 
the servers and block access to them. 

Human activities on the Internet can act as the five major forms isolated expert American Stu-
dies Center Terrorism D. Dennig: collection, publication, dialogue, coordination and direct lobby-
ing of decision-makers. According to D. Denning, the Internet is now considered a powerful lever 
for change of course domestic and foreign policy of any state, and in this aspect involves three ac-
tivities: social activism, hacktivism and cyberterrorism. [15] 

The first kind of human activity - social activity - does not provide for any terrorist activity, 
and is in various forms of expression. Forms may be different: creation of sites, sending emails, 
writing electronic publications, discussion of problems, creating a certain coalitions in forums and 
chat rooms, the organization of activities of the latter. 

The second category is socially active Internet users involve mostly illegal methods of work. 
Their actions vary within the offense-a crime, but a malfunction of certain sections of the network, 
caused by these actions do not cause significant damage. Examples - strike on the Internet, targeted 
bombing whose e-mail, web hacking, computer breaks, viruses and "worms." 

Hacktivism - a combination of social activism and hacking. People use specialized software. 
The vast majority of socially active hackers seeks to both can be better informed about its activities. 
Strikes on the Internet by hackers are to visit a particular site and the creation of such traffic, in 
which other users can not visit this site. 
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Bombing email undertaken hacktivists, also called "swarming" (from the English. - Swarm-
ing). One thing two or three letters to e-mail, providing feedback. Another thing - a thousand or 
thousands of letters sent simultaneously with the help of special programs: the mailbox is full, other 
visitors can not contact with the owner. Computer viruses and "worms" used by hacktivists tend to 
spread message of containing protest calls and damage software or computer can cause physical 
harm (reprogram it to self-destruction). The first protest related to the computer "worm" and charac-
terized as cyber-terrorism, occurred in 1989 Scientists Administration National Aeronautics and 
Space United States saw the picture with the inscription: "Worms Against Nuclear murderers! You 
talk about peace for all, and are ready for war. " Thus, the protesters demanded to stop the launch of 
the space shuttle to Jupiter with the equipment powered by radioactive plutonium. 

The term "cyber terrorism" is not a precise definition. Among theorists and practitioners con-
tinued discussion on this subject. Successful seems to us the definition proposed Klaem B. (USA) 
[14]. Cyber-terrorism - is the use of computers as a weapon of politically motivated international or 
national groups or clandestine agents, which cause or threaten to cause harm or to cause panic, to 
influence the public or the government to change policy. We add that the aim of cyber-terrorists 
may be political and economic destabilization, sabotage, assigning military and civilian assets for 
political purposes, scrapping of computer networks, cyberwar and the like. 

Modern cyber terrorism is trying to hide under the guise of social and active user of the net-
work, while leaving the virtual space of cyber-terrorism and appears in terrible guise of modern ter-
rorism. Today, terrorists are actively using the Internet to disseminate their propaganda on websites, 
forums, and in the form of videos, especially to report their successes and attract supporters. For 
example, a form of informational influence actively resorted militants LIH (banned terrorist organi-
zation in the Russian Federation). 

What is the reason for the overwhelming success of terrorist organizations in the space of the 
Internet, including social networks? In our opinion this is due to the change of culture and ontologi-
cal bases, respectively, with the change of personal identification of the person in it. Information 
technologies contribute to the growth of social activity in society. This activity is expressed in the 
opportunities for self-expression, sharing their own experiences. This is especially true when using 
social networking technologies. According to M. Castells, one of the leading specialists in the field 
of network community, the material basis of the new culture becomes "timeless time" and "space of 
flows". In the information society, culture is the culture of virtual reality, positioning the virtual, 
imaginary world as its ontological basis [5, p. 375]. 

Modern social networks should be seen not simply as a series of sequential discoveries of cer-
tain social projects individuals or groups in different countries (for example, «Facebook» (in Octo-
ber 2003 M. Zuckerberg in the US), "Classmates" (March 2006 A. Popkov in the UK), "VKontakte" 
(June 2006 P. Durov in Russia), etc.), but also as a certain way structured education formed the de-
velopment of computer and telecommunication technologies. In social networks formed an idea of 
the congruence of the real world, but in the "virtual reality" processes are special rules set by the 
user. Some anthropological approach allows us to analyze social networks, primarily as a mechan-
ism (a set of institutions) with which the person has an opportunity to better deal with the specific 
problems of their life; a system of different types of activities, each of which is a means of satisfy-
ing certain human needs and achieve its objectives; integral whole, all the elements (agents, rela-
tionships, resources) which are present in the organic relationship and ongoing dynamics. 

That is why social networking is not nameable had to be (in one way or another version), be-
cause According to a representative of the German philosophical anthropology A. Gehlen, man is 
inherently a social being, "because there is no point in talking about the" environment "as applied to 
him because he lives in the world of culture, defines its adaptation to virtually any terrestrial envi-
ronment, regardless of climate" [12, p. 43]. And further, "a man - says German philosopher - does 
not know who and what he is, but because it can not itself implement directly, it must organize itself 
institutions" [12, p. 74]. 

Modern technologies have the ability to influence the information; modern technologies tend 
to the effect of "universal influence"; all systems using information technology, are subject to "net-
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work logic", which allows them to influence a number of processes and organizations ("the topolog-
ical configuration, according to M. Castells - network - can now, thanks to new information tech-
nology material provided in all kinds of processes and organizations "[5, p. 77]. Network technolo-
gies are flexible, allowing them to constantly change and adapt, the new information technologies 
converging at a high speed in a highly integrated system. 

Among the large variety of information technologizing influence as the main method of distri-
buting allocated specially selected information (disinformation). Disinformation is presented in the 
form of e-mailing, organizing, and differentiation of groups in social networks (with the same inter-
ests, on the news, etc.), posting private information on public Internet sites, the creation of special 
sites with elements pseudointeractive communicate their visitors, etc.  

In social networks very actively used manipulative techniques. Part of the application of these 
technologies was discussed in our previous publications [7, p 622 - 625; 11, p 635 - 638]. However, 
the most "productive" ways for cyber attacks on social networks are the suggestive technology, pur-
chasing scale, correlated with a military threat to national security [1]. Such techniques are particu-
larly effective in the Internet for specific reasons. There is still a high degree of public confidence in 
the unofficial sources of information. Audience takes place by unrealistic promises to solve any 
problems. Also, online communities are often formed on the basis of empathy. Technologization 
user interaction in social networks brings new adjustments in view of the information security of the 
person and of society. Personal data of users are in the public domain may be used without permis-
sion for advertising purposes, through the fault of the network can be carried leak billing, etc. 

Information, exercising a regulating effect on the behavior of people through the formation of 
worldviews, may distort the true aims, interests and needs. As we noted earlier, "hyperspace new 
virtual reality constructed a global communication network, there is a threat of losing their collec-
tive person and, as a result, personal identity" [6]. In this case, the virtual environment has a nega-
tive impact on the decisions made, can contain a great potential of destruction in its content 
represent implicit and explicit threat to the existence of social systems: the individual, society and 
state. 

Thus, the analysis of the existing social experience shows that social networks, with the avail-
able resources of social trust, successfully applied for the promotion of a number of subjects of in-
terest to the effect of the introduction of information into the public circulation of certain informa-
tion. They are individual users and society as a whole may be affected by this distorted information, 
becoming one of the main tools of modern terrorists. In this aspect, the very revealing example, 
when the Egyptian Google top manager Wael Ghonim asked what country after Egypt to start the 
next revolution, advises, "Ask Facebook» [2]. In this regard, G.G. Pocheptsov said: "Communica-
tion is the most effective way to make changes in this world. Therefore, it will stand at the center of 
all the changes. As the book changed structure of the world, so the Internet to do the same. He built 
a new map of the world, where the starting point would be virtual rather than physical reality" [9, p. 
19]. Social networks, despite the fact that in everyday practice has recently entered, have become an 
important technology not only to the organization of social protests that contribute to the improve-
ment of society, but also destructive performances for solving purposes not related to national 
progress. That social networks in the modern world are increasingly becoming a source of massive 
attacks of cyberterrorism, done with the aim to cause serious damage to human life and society in 
order to overthrow the government and establish a new political regime. 
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